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De humani corporis fabrica
Tetsumi KUDO - Lubos PLNY

The Galerie Christophe Gaillard is particularly pleased to
present Lubos Plny’s work for the first time. On this occasion, the Czech artist’s eleven artworks will be displayed
alongside eleven Tetsumi Kudo sculptures (whose first exhibition at the gallery dates back to 2013). The De humani
corporis fabrica exhibition questions the nature of man
and its transcendance.
No doubt, referring to a human anatomy treaty — De humani corporis fabrica was written by anatomist Andreas
Vesalius in the second half of the mid 16th century —
might seem odd. But on a closer look, one might notice
in both of these artists a similar thirst for knowledge, a
similar optimism maybe, and for sure a similar fantasy : to
heighten man’s abilities beyond the limitations assigned
by Nature.
If, during the Renaissance, Leonardo da Vinci (revisiting
Vitruvius) inscribed a man in the perfect geometrical
shapes that are the square and the circle, and if, as Protagoras claimed « Man is the measure of all things », then,
through their use of geometrical shapes, date accumulations and (quasi-kaballistic) spiraling numbers, Lubos
Plny’s artworks also inscribe Man in an anatomical cosmogony and express this very harmony between Man
and the universe. These drawings, beyond their profound
« truth » (Lubos Plny also practiced dissection like many
great artists and scientific humanists of the 15th and 16th
century) also express a fantasy and might even be a gateway to a truth that only observation of a body and its
organs could allow. Lubos Plny rekindles the myth of the
artist both poet and scientist and as such it is only natural
his work should be associated to Tetsumi Kudo’s. Quoting
Leonardo da Vinci : « You who pretend is it better to watch
a demonstration in anatomy than to see drawings, you
would be right if only it were possible to observe all the
details shown in these drawings in a single figure ».
Tetsumi KUDO, Souvenir la Mue - For nostalgic purpose For your living room, 1967

Formally, by encircling in an arachnoid network a skull, a hand or a nose, the Japanese artist’s woolen strings resonate
with the complex webs of interweaving lines in the Czech’s drawings. Coincidentally, Plny’s first job was electro-technician, which is quite striking when one knows of Kudo’s fascination for electronics. Furthermore, couldn’t we apply Barbara Safarova’s description of Plny’s drawings to Kudo’s sculptures as well ? « Sometimes, fragmented bodies interlock
or graft themselves to one another to form enigmatic and hybrid structures, erasing the boundaries between male and
female, between human and animal ».
But beyond these formal similarities it’s in the wake of the quarrel between Aristotle and Epicurus that one should
consider the relation between the two artists presented here : should the nature of a human being be respected or
exceeded ? This exhibition seeks to question the nature of this exceedance induced by knowledge, progress and
fantasy. While Lubos Plny’s pushes the idea of the Greeks, who saw in nature a logos and in the cosmos a coherent,
intelligible and beautiful whole, to its limits, Kudo’s work addresses dystopia, transhumanism. And it is that very shift
in meaning that leads us to question the ambivalence of the catch-all term of « transhumanism », the widely spread
confusion between « being a human » (belonging to a species) and « being human » (a way of thinking that highlights
man’s moral qualities : ethics, rationality, altruism). The term « transhumanism » carries within itself this fundamental
misinterpretation. As Mike Kelley wrote in his essay « Cultivation by Radiation » on Tetsumi Kudo « the body parts are
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specifically sensory organs and moreover that have been
locked up and exposed. These post-nuclear representations of the new Man show impotent mutations, cut out
from both body and nature. They are the result of scientific transgressions and their survival depends on prosthetic technology ».
The manufacturing of the body Vesalius alluded to refers
to both the fabrication and the result. The human body
is the result of a fabrication by nature that acts with will
and intention. But with Plny and Kudo, the human body is
no longer the sole work of a wise craftsman called God,
Creator or Nature, but really that of Man himself. Each of
us could or will become the craftsman of an augmented,
hybrid nature.
To introduce his book, Vesalius offered an illustration of a
female corpse, at the very moment the anatomist, turning
his eyes to us, points to the uterus with one hand and to a
skeleton with the other, thus celebrating the victory of life
over death. This is the ontological triple question the work
of Plny and Kudo raises : Who are we ? Who do we want
to be ? And who will we be ?
Christophe Gaillard, August 2018

Lubos PLNY, Sans titre (20578), 2018
ink, collage and acrylic on paper

Luboš PLNÝ (born in 1961) is a Czech artist, he lives and works in Prague. Already as a child he was fascinated by two
domains : graphic art and anatomy. He used to dissect dead animals and in adulthood attended a number of autopsies on human corpses. He also had problems maintaining discipline during his military service, which resulted in his
transfer to a psychiatric clinic. He was diagnosed as having schizophrenia simplex, which is not usually accompanied
by hallucinations. Consequently he began an intensive study of psychiatric and medical literature. After the army he
got various jobs before dedicating himself to drawing. Discovered in Prague by Bruno Decharme in 2003, he put his
work in the collector’s hands. He is exhibited in France first by galerie abcd/Bruno Decharme, then by Cavin-Morris,
New York and Galerie Christian Berst, Paris. He is today represented by Galerie Christophe Gaillard. His works belong
to several collections including Musée National d’Art moderne (Paris), LaM (Villeneuve d’Ascq), they were recently
broadly acclaimed during the 2017 Venice biennale (curator Christine Macel).
After first receiving attention as a champion of Anti-Art, Osaka-born Tetsumi KUDO (1935-1990) established a base in
Paris in 1962 and while working throughout Europe, evolved a unique world of art by fusing a critical perspective of
civilization with scientific reasoning. Known for boldly incisive and provocative works and happenings that dealt with
issues such as sex, pollution, atomic power, and genetics, Kudo’s practice has recently prompted renewed interest
internationally. He got a large retrospective in la maison rouge, Paris in 2007 and Walker Art Center, Minneapolis in
2008, in Japan in 2013/2014 ( National Museum of art, Osaka, The National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo and Aomori
Museum of Art), as well as in Kassel in 2016.
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